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Introduction

A Critical Guide to Setting Criteria Goals for Your LED Retrofit Project

An Action Services Group, LED Retrofit White Paper

With over 25 years in the lighting industry 
and over 4800 individual LED Retrofits 
completed, we designed a guide to setting 
criteria goals specific for your business, to 
help narrow down the best lighting solution 
for your organization. 

What often happens when an organization is 
considering an LED retrofit, is a push for a 
specific savings criterion with a focus on 
product cost, and little else. But that is where 
the error lies. Only focusing on one factor 
could severely limit your return on investment.
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Set Your LED Retrofit Goals
When evaluating an LED retrofit, there are 
three essential factors to examine. 

Narrowing down the best solution for your 
organization can be a challenge. The LED 
Industry has thousands of lighting options, 
and not all of them offer the same results. 
Without knowing the product specifics, you 
might select an LED lamp that provides 
optimal performance but does not provide 
enough energy efficacy to lower your 
energy costs. 

Prioritizing your LED goals is the first step
in any LED Retrofit project. No matter what 
your lighting application is, a full review of 
these three factors is needed to prioritize 
them based on your LED Retrofit goals. This 
will lead to the appropriate LED lighting 
solution for your organization. 

Energy Savings
How much in energy will you save by installing LED’s?

Lighting Performance 
What is the desired outcome for your lighting performance? 

Maintenance Savings 
How much will you save in maintenance expenses? 
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Energy Savings
As any business owner or facilities manager 
knows, energy is a huge cost driver of 
monthly expenses. Finding creative ways 
to reduce these expenses can drastically 
enhance the profitability of any organization 
regardless of size. LED lights have the 
potential to save your organization 
40% to 60% on your utility bill after a 
typical LED conversion. 
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Example: Interior Fluorescent Replacement 
Most older interior lighting applications consist of fluorescent lamps. 
A typical 4 ft fluorescent lamp utilizes between 20-40 watts, and it is 
common for fixtures to hold 2-4 lamps per fixture. This could place 
your energy cost up to $200 per fixture per year. Now multiply this one 
fixture by the hundreds or thousands and we understand why energy savings 
would be a main consideration. You might also be reviewing your 
maintenance costs due to continuous lamp failures. 

For this example, your energy savings may be your primary consideration,  
followed by maintenance and then performance. 



Other Energy Savings Considerations
According to the latest energy.gov report, 
Adoption of Light-Emitting Diodes in Common 
Lighting Applications the estimated 
universal energy savings once ALL applications 
have been completely switched to top-tier LED 
technologies, will reach 44 billion annually. 
The report also shares a few other noteworthy 
energy savings data.

The above stats throw out some very big 
numbers when it comes to energy savings, 
causing this to often be the main driving 
factor in organizations considering an LED 
retrofit. We can all agree that this factor 
holds some major weight when setting 
criteria goals, but should it be the main 
goal for your organization? 

Another question often overlooked when 
discussing energy savings, do all LED 
products produce the same energy savings?  
Unfortunately, the answer is no. Not all 
LED’s are made the same. Consulting 
with a product-neutral lighting service 
company who specializes in LED retrofits is 
your best bet for procuring the right LED 
products for your project. 
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LED products made up 12.6% of installations in common lighting applications in 2016.

This translates into 4.7 billion annually in reduced energy bills.

The greatest possible benefit from LED lighting will depend on connected lighting     
controls that respond dynamically to changing conditions and demands. Connected 
lighting controls were installed in less than 0.1% of lighting systems in 2016.

Connected lighting systems have especially strong impacts on savings achieved by   
commercial and industrial LED applications, especially those using linear and high-bay/
low-bay fixtures. 

...

.



Lighting Performance
When we make reference to lighting 
performance we are talking about 
“functionality” of your lighting in your 
facility. Lighting performance encompasses 
questions like:

Depending upon your facility and whether 
you are considering an interior or exterior 
LED retrofit, lighting performance could be 
your main criteria goal.
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1.  Are your light levels sufficient for your facility?
2.  Do you have the right color temperature for your space?
3.  Do your patrons feel safe when they are entering or leaving your facility?

Example: Exterior Parking Area
If considering an LED retrofit for an exterior parking area, your 
main goal might be patron safety which leads to a review of lighting 
performance. Metal Halides are often utilized in these areas, but 
these lamps tend to accelerate lumen degradation where the light 
output decreases quickly after installation. This can turn your once 
bright illumination into a pink glow that provides diminished light by 
the time it hits the ground. You might also be looking at maintenance, 
because of the bucket trucks needed to maintain your lighting in this 
area. 

In this case, we would place lighting performance as your main criteria 
goal, followed by maintenance, and then energy savings. 



Don’t Overlook these Factors in 
Lighting Performance

Like with LED energy savings, LED lighting 
performance is across the board, but in 
January 2018 the IEC set specific standards 
for evaluating the performance of LED-based 
luminaries. Unfortunately, LED manufacturers 
do NOT have to have their products measured 
in compliance with the IEC standards. We 
highly suggest only considering products that 
have been evaluated and fall within the given 
standards. 

Even with these basic standards, it can be 
difficult to know who to trust and what to 
believe. In line with the guidelines set by the 
IEC, we suggest reviewing these performance 
standards to start your process. 

Like with the energy savings, navigating the 
LED performance landscape can be tricky. 
We suggest doing your research and having 
an idea of what you need in terms of 
lighting performance. Then consult with a 
product-neutral lighting service company 
that specializes in LED retrofits, and have a 
serious conversation, where they explain 
in-depth your LED product options in regard 
to performance.
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1. Initial rated input power (in W)
2. Initial rated luminous system flux (in lm)
3. Initial LED luminaire efficacy (in lm/W)
4. Luminous intensity distribution
5. Initial Correlated Color Temperature (CCT) in K
6. Initial rated Color Rendering Index (CRI)
For a closer look at performance options, check out our blog on Understanding Luminous Efficacy. 

http://www.actionservicesgroup.com/blog/understanding-luminous-efficacy


Maintenance Savings
Finally, maintenance expenses while 
tangible, tend to be a “less visible” cost 
for organizations and facilities. These costs 
are harder to predict and tend to be variable 
depending on the scope of the problem and 
the size of the facility
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Example: Interior Warehouse Lighting
Often times large warehouse lights are mounted in excess of 20-30 feet in 
the air, so maintaining these lights becomes a difficult proposition for 
in-house maintenance staff. Usually a third-party vendor with access to a lift 
will be called in to fix these lights. Now, depending on the size of your 
facility these costs can be very expensive and add up over time. But like with 
any warehouse, providing your employees with adequate illumination to 
complete their work safely is also a concern. 

In this example, we would place maintenance as your main criteria goal, 
followed by lighting performance, and energy savings.



A Few Other 
Maintenance Considerations

Maintenance expenses typically manifest itself 
in three ways:

When thinking about installing LED lighting in 
your facility, it is important to evaluate both 
the cost of the replacement parts, the labor 
that is associated with installing it when the 
lighting fails, and your warranty protection. 

As you perform your due diligence on available 
lighting products, you will see that there is 
a vast range in total operating hours prior to 
failure. When just reviewing the difference in 
comparable lifespans between a fluorescent 
lamp and an LED, the LED comes out the clear 
winner. But to truly get a handle on what your 
maintenance savings are going to be you also 
need to understand the LED lifespan and 
realize that not all LED’s are the same. In 
fact, there are some lifespan claims for 
common LED’s that are downright inaccurate. 

Again, we suggest consulting with a 
product-neutral lighting service company that 
specializes in LED retrofits, so as to get 
purchase the right LED’s for your organization.
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1. The cost of the replacement lamp or fixture
2. The labor costs that are associated with replacing the failed light
3. The warranty protection and duration associated with the lamp
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http://comparablehttp://www.actionservicesgroup.com/blog/saving-money-with-leds-maintenance-expense
http://comparablehttp://www.actionservicesgroup.com/blog/saving-money-with-leds-maintenance-expense
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2017/04/f34/lsrc_colorshift_apr2017.pdf
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2017/04/f34/lsrc_colorshift_apr2017.pdf
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Consult with a Professional
We know we have been hammering away at 
consulting with a product-neutral lighting 
service company that specializes in LED 
retrofits. I think this is the fourth time it is 
mentioned. The bottom line is, your 
organization is going to spend a LOT of 
money on retrofitting your buildings to LED. 
In the long run, if done right, your organization 
will gain significant savings once the retrofit 
is complete. The key phrase here is, If Done 
right. 

As a product-neutral organization, with an 
extensive number of LED Retrofit project 
completions, Action Services Group can 
procure the appropriate LED products that 
offer you the maximum savings based on your 
needs. We will work with you to help define 
and meet your critical lighting priority goals.
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Review some of our LED Retrofit Customer Success Stories
A regional banking group needed a turn-key LED solution to reduce both 
energy and maintenance costs.

A casual dining restaurant needed a solution to reduce both energy and 
maintenance costs while improving current light levels in its food prep 
(Back-of-House) area.

A Mid-Atlantic coeducational liberal arts college, needed a turn-key solution 
to reduce both energy and maintenance costs.

A national general-merchandise chain, operating stores in all 50 states, 
needed a solution to reduce both energy and maintenance costs while 
improving current light levels on the sales floor.

A quad rink ice skating complex that hosts national events for ice hockey was 
using 400W metal halide lamps and wanted to reduce their energy costs as 
well as improve the quality of lighting.

http://www.actionservicesgroup.com/success-stories/a-regional-banking-group
http://www.actionservicesgroup.com/success-stories/a-regional-banking-group
http://www.actionservicesgroup.com/success-stories/a-casual-dining-restaurant-and-sports-bar
http://www.actionservicesgroup.com/success-stories/a-casual-dining-restaurant-and-sports-bar
http://www.actionservicesgroup.com/success-stories/a-casual-dining-restaurant-and-sports-bar
http://www.actionservicesgroup.com/success-stories/colleges
http://www.actionservicesgroup.com/success-stories/colleges
http://www.actionservicesgroup.com/success-stories/national-general-merchandise-chain
http://www.actionservicesgroup.com/success-stories/national-general-merchandise-chain
http://www.actionservicesgroup.com/success-stories/national-general-merchandise-chain
http://www.actionservicesgroup.com/success-stories/ice-skating-case-study-1
http://www.actionservicesgroup.com/success-stories/ice-skating-case-study-1
http://www.actionservicesgroup.com/success-stories/ice-skating-case-study-1
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